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If, as Alf Hiltebeitel tells us, the is a "stoz:y 

that India has never cease:i to rethink and retell" , 1 then, to nai.ntain 

the spirit of that afilorism, the Shagavad-<lita is a song that India has 

never stopped singing. Irrplicit in roth of these enthusiastic utterances 

(Hiltebeitel's and mine) is the oonception of the epic and the quasi-

dramatic ll0110logue as on-going literacy creations, oonstantly in the process 

of being fomed. To "retell" is akin to rewriting and for the Indian 

consciousness the Mah3bharata has always been a heterogeneous text, in 

formal teJ:ms, silrl?ly a an ancient treatise simultaneously historical 

and inrnanent: for the Indian textual sanctity. co-exists with, if not 

replaced by, a gestaltic experience of it. Whilst the epic rena:ined oral, 

this heterogeneity rreant that tales were silrl?ly added to it th=ugh the 

processes of narrative a=mlation. Ideally, of oourse, the text must 

be read in this fashion, that is, as a text which has continued to 

and in which, especially when we examine the Git.i, rreta-textual ccmrentaries 

be<X:.tre fil:mly erbedded. 'lbe epic of India is thus a text which is hetero--

geneous, a conglarerate, in this sense, not arrenable to rigid textual 

recovery. It is at this point that, in literacy terms, the Bhagavad-<lita 

becares problerratic. It is the aim of this paper to examine this 

problematic and to offer a hemeneutic of reading which may give us a !TOre 

adequate entz:y into what, as poetz:y, is a vez:y stubborn structure. 

The fact that the Git.i is a poem within the vast Indian epic, the 

need hardly be raised again. Structurally, it "occurs" 
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during a period of intense crisis in the epic. Arjuna has suddenly made 

an aboutface and has refused to fight in the battle against his cousins, 

the Kauravas. In every way this is the agony of the classic epic hero. 2 

Arjuna has a perfectly s.in'ple excuse for behaving in this fashion: the 

enemy is, after all, his own kith and kin. Confronted with this volte-

face, Arjuna' s charioteer, l!U.lSt now persuade him to fight. The 

stage is then set for an epic exhortation in which polemic wins and the 

hero embraces his traditional role. Of course, as every student of the 

Gi ta l<nows, there the sirnilari ties with epic structures e!"..d. The dialogue 

bea:mes essentially a rronologue and rhetoric is replaced by clear-headed 

philoso!illcal analysis. The usual heroic quest bea:mes an inner quest 

for spiritual awareness and what seared to be, in the reading of the epic 

at any rate, a !!'CI!EI1tary pause, a rronologue on duty, becares a self-

contained examination of Hinduism itself. These eighteen chapters of the 

Bhi:;;maparvan (chapters 23-40 in the Poena Critical Edition3J =stitute the 

Bhagavad-cita, quite possibly the best known religious text in the world 

after the Chdstian Bible. To textual critics bent on discovering the 

essential Gita, the logic of an "Ur-text" has becare irrestible. EnoDrOus 

energies have been expended towards this task and recent surveys of Gita 

scholarship establish this concern quite clearly. 4 Taken to extreres, as 

in the case of Garbe and the unfortunate otto, this scholarship itself 

becales a kind of parody of textual criticism. Nevertheless, the point 

being made here is that this rrode of analysis ignores not only those questions 

relating to oral a::rrpositions generally but also, as it concern is with the 

establishrrent of an original "Ur-text", denies the text its status as poetry. 5 

Let us, therefore, offer a reading of the Gita in terms of reception 

aesthetics (the text as a "received foilll" in the act of ccmmmication 

bet'Neen sender and received) in which the critical concern is with poetic 
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structures and their significance, with , in fact, how a text of this kind 

in its received fo:rm can "originate" a "new and unique epi!iJany of Being". 

'Ihis aesthetic also stipulates that the irreconcilable philosophical 

=tradictions in the Git.i are essential to its poetic sti:ucture: the poet, 

indeed, cannot be seen to be taking sides. W. Douglas P. Hill' s claim 

that the J.X>€1!1 is an "uncanprcmising eireni=" in a way conoedes this poin;t. 6 

'lhe obverse claim is that of E.W. Hopkins who, ignorant of the Git.i•s poetic 

aims and its system of production, castigated it as "an ill-assorted cabinet 

of prirni ti ve philoSOphical opinions" . 7 

Whatever the state of the "cntp:)site" authorship of the Git.i, the 

fact ranains that 'NOrk had to "evolve" quite naturally out of the epic. 

'Ihis "evolution" rreant that certain epic assumptions about the hero - the 

nature of duty, the =cept of chivalry and so on - were finnly embedded 

in the paradigms of text-production. Not surprisingly, t.l}e Git.i beo:rres 

rrost entangled whenever the constraints of the epic genre beo:rre rrost daninant. 

If other problems rarain insumountable, there is one which can be 

on the basis of research already done on the nature of oral poetry. '!his 

argunent has already been anticipated in this paper and we can nt:M enlarge 

upon it. '1he indispensable text here is A.B. Lord's The Singer of '!'ales , 

which examines the oral origins of epic verse and which consti:ucts a rrodel 

of research for oral poetry generally. 8 '1he claim made in this paper in 

respect of the "heterogeneity" is squarely based on the asS1.JI!t'tion 

that it was originally an oral epic. A further related claim is that as all 

narrative and didactic portions in any oral text are ultimately an accretion, 

the Git.i•s centrality within the larger epic cannot be questioned. '1he 

fol:Ill of the oral epic has roan for periodic and non-periodic (these terms are 

used here in their strict syntactic sense) enjarrbrents. 

At sate stage the epic was written down and as written and oral texts 
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are mutually exclusive (the roncept of a transitional text rrediating between 

the two is inadmissible) what follCMed was the growth of two separate 

traditions. '!be oral tradition with its heterogeneous text continued with 

the perfomer cc:rtp:lSing a text around a fixed set of formulaic structures; 

the written tradition went through its own "writerly" redactions. Whether 

the Bhagavad-Gita itself had care into being before the text was written 

down, perhaps during one eventful, t:OOugh sarewhat artificial, perfo:rmance 

is a ITDOt We can attarpt a partial answer to this question by 

exam:ining what Milman Parry and A.B. Lord consider are features of the oral 

text. Clearly the "oral" and "writerly" techniques are inccmpatible - for 

the "writerly", for instance, formulaic patterns and paratactical 

tions are not all that important. If, then, features of the oral tradition 

l!'aY be found in the Bhagavad-Gita the claim l!'aY be advanced that its apparent 

contradictions and repetitions are expressions of a fundamental theory of 

oral p:letry. 

According to the Parry-Lord thesis advanced in '!be Singer of Tales 

the following techniques of a:xnpJsition are central to the oral epic: 

(a) 'Ibe oral epic is =ked by the use of formulas. 

'Ihe fonrul.a is defined as "a group of words which 

is regularly E!llployed under the sarre rootrical 

conditions to express a given essential i.dea" 9 

(b) 'Ihe oral epic operates on the principle of "thrift" 

or ecanarrt. 10 Once the oral dis=vers a 

rootrical solution to a particular "ideational" 

proposition, he does not offer another solution for 

it. In other words, similar ideas tend to be 

expressed in the one rootrical fonn. 

(c) 'Ibe gramnar of oral epic is an extension of 
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the fo:rnu.lla, "It is a grarrmar of parataxis and of 

frequently used and useful phrases" . 11 

(d) Finally the roots of oral traditional narrative "are not 

artistic but religious in the broadest sense" . 12 

'lhe points raised here coincide markedly with whft know of the 

Indian tradition of sruti, of recitation, itself t.:i.rre-bonoured and 

There are, of course, features of the foregoing which we can 

discover in the Bhagavad-Gita. As a written, received foDll of an oral 

cc:mposhion, i.t shows marked features of the art of the singer of tales 

and any examination of the Gita as a literary text llU.lSt start with an 

analysis of thesa features. 

In a paper as short as this it is not possible to examine exhaustively 

dl the fo:crulas errployed by the 1 p:>et 1 
• Less ambitiously one could 

operate on the mi=-textual level and examine a specific instance of 

formulaic repetition in the Gita. One such repetition occurs in the last 

six of the twelfth chapter where emphasises the "loving" 

attitu:ie of God towards his devotee. In all these verses e=ept verse 19 

(tbe "fomul.a" does not appear in verse 18) the phrase.!!!: priyal). (with the 

pl•lral in the last verse) recurs. 'lbe sOO:md half of each verse is 

given below to indicate this occurrence: 

(,15) odvegair llUlkto yaf), sa ca rre priYaf) 

• ••• wtxJ is free fran exaltation, fear, impatience, and 
e=itarent, that man I love 

(16) sarv 1 ararrbha-paricyagi yo rrad-bhaktal)., sa rre priyah 

••• wtxJ gives up all enterprise, loyal and devoted to 
rre, him I love 

(17) Sutll i asubha-parityagi bhakt..lroan ya!)., sa rre priyaJ: 

• • • wtxJ puts away both pleasant and unpleasant things, 
who is loyal-devoted-and-devout, I love the man 
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tl9) aniketal;l sthira-matir l:lhakt.:imin ITe priyo narah 

••• having no heme, of steady mind, (but) loyal-
devoted-and-13evout I him I love 

(20) mat-parama hhaktas, te •tiva ITe 

.•. putting their faith (in them) I ll'aking ME their 13 
goal I my loving-devotees I these do I love exc:eedingly 

(15), (16) and (17) all begin with a with an extemal vowel 

sandhi denoted by the long In the first and third of these, however, 

the l.alg negates the first ell!!!'ellt within the CCI!p)llnd: hence the poet 

is able to present a kind of mirror image of oppositions separated by the 

long vowel. In (16) this negaticn does not operate. Instead there is a 

straightforward intesnification of ("beginning", "undertaking") 

by "all". '!be latter is also an advexbial m:xiifier and not a 

naninal group lilce the others. A negation with employed in (19) as 

well: aniket.al}, "hare". 'lbese are then gramnatical 

parallels which o=ur througOOut the Gita. 'I\o.o verses before, another 

negative, ni(r)-, is used to bring together related ooncepts: 

thoughts of '1' and 'mine'.15 And in chapter 4.16 

we read: 

ldm, kal:ma, ldm akann'eti, kavayo 'py atra 

What is work? What is worklessness? Of this even sages do 
not knc:7..1 ••• 

.1\qain, in kaJ:ma ••• akarma the sane processes are at work. '!bey may be 

part of the poetic fomula which the author(s) of the used; or 

conversely and ITOre significantly, they may be part of the oral tradition 

of narrative in the work. 

Returning to our passages under ccnsicleration, it is obvious that the 

refrain, 'that man/him I love' o=urs at the end of each verse. Poetically 

it weaves an incantatory spell and are.rges as a kind of Kantian categorical 
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imperative, a sort of absolute point, :inp!ying that this is beyond question, 

related to sare "ultimate ground of being". 'Ibis concept recurs in the 

1>0rk as a significant principle without which, inplies, chaos I>Ould 

reign. r-Dre can be said about the philosotirical :inplications of this 
\ 

section but these have been dealt with exhaustively by other cc:mrentators. 

However, before we conclude our analysis of these verses, another parallel . 

should be !IElltioned. 'lhis is both a "qramnatical" and a "semantic" 

parallel. 'lhe verbal forms to denJte he "renounces" are !t1Jkta1:1 and 

parityagi. 'n1ey occur in exactly the sane r:ositions in (15), (16) and (17) 

and further strengthen the argurent that the "structures" do "enverbalize" 

underlying abstractions and give than poetic forms. 

'lhe foii!Ulaic patterns discovered in the foregoing passages are 

characteristic of oral poetry. They are also characteristic of verses 

of stark mystical power and religious paradox but these features of the 

text are, quite possibly, a s:ilr;:lle extension of the epistenclogical basis 

of all oral verse anyway. 'lbese foD!Ulas also explain, on the level of 

content, the on-going conflict in the text between a systematic philosophical 

treatise and an underlying poetic foJ::m. At another level it demmstrates 

hew the Gita can always choose both or neither. Oral poetry also does 

this: it invites accretions in an endless chain of continuous unfolding, 

through either paratactic additions or through thematic variations. 

'lhe sane processes may be discovered at t.lle level of poetic rretaphor. 

'l1le early distinction made between the t\olO kinds of ("expressive 

devices grounded in language", as Fdwin Gerolr1 calls them16) could be used 

here to explore other specifically literary aspects of the Gita. 'lhe 

kinds of are: 5ab6il.Cil]'lkara, devices which are specifically 

linguistic such as elermnts of prosody, alliteration, etc. , and arthalamkira, 

devices which while qramnatically and semantically "conditioned" remain the 
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"expressive oantent of that language" •17 Naturally, these two 'fozms' are 

parts of the sane specaun but in our text ( and given the history of Indian 

poetics) it is the latter which is particularly dani.nant. At the sarre tine 

the fouiXi in the text do have that capacity of econany or "thrift", 

that fixity aiXi structura.l rigidity which ooe finds in oral texts. 'lbree 

verses, chosen at randall, may be used to investigate these claims further. 

(U) divi 
yadi sad;'sl. sa syad bhasas tasya mahat:manal;l 

Of a thousand suns in the sh.-y 
If sWdenly should burst forth 

'nle light, it would be like 
Unto the light of that exalted ooe. 

(28) yathi nadinam bahavo sanu:lram eva •l::lhirn.lJdli dravanti 
tathi tava •mi naral.okavira vi..Santi abiti.jvalanti 

As the many water-torrents of the rivers 
Rush headlong towards the single sea, 

So yonder heroes of the world of nen into 'lhy 
Flaming IICUths do enter. 

(29) jvalanaql viSanti saznrddhavegil}_ 
tathai 'va na9aya viSanti l.okas tava 'pi vaJct:ra¢ 

As rrcths into a burning fl.ama 
Do enter unto their destruction with ut:nost intJetuosity 

Just so unto their destruction enter the worlds 18 Into 'lhy rrouths also, with ut:nost inpetuosity. 

'!be passages quoted are heavily infused varieties of netaphors 

which add to the transcendental glory of 'lhere are three kinds of 

rretafilors (similes to be exact) used in than. In the first (12) the 

rretafbor is based an equivalence! the idea of as if or as tllough seems to 

be inlllicit in the At any rate it would be hierarchically 

inoansistent to make the splendour of the sun "higher" than the "light" 

(@>,l of God. Henoe the no:z::mal silllile, the =alesoes with ...nat 
later theorists called Naturally, the associative connections 

are underlined by the repetition of "light" (t:nah., bhisas) and by 
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consonantal alliteration (anuprasa)oi the /s/. ThP.re does not seem to be 

a set prosodic pattern though the layout of the BelWkar edition (Poana 

Critical Edition) which I have followed carbines the four ardl"lil.i (half-

lines) into tw:>, giving a kind of slant rhyrre with (lang and 

(visarga) which has an inherent teOOen.cy to lengthen. On this principle, 

and following Belvakar's layout, (28) and (29) have ab ab prosodic pattern. 

'!his rhyrre or at least in later poetics, is designated by the teDn 

visamintya-samintya. 19 

So mudl for Of greater significance for our argunent 

is the overall technique of poetic suggestiveness. In the 

verses cited above, ITCSt of the :images fall under a broad category to 

which may give the title, "cosmic nodal syntlolism" that is syntlols, 

essentially of the epic dinensian, which inter-textually refer to other 

s-jlli:lols in the text. 'lbi.s is interesting because if contradictions do 

surface an closer examination, the reader is carried along by the thousand 

s\iryas (StmS), the relentless ITCverrent of the rivers (nadinam), the 

burning ITCths (and t.tll.s :image is part of an established and ancient conven-

tion - pra.cllpta!Jl jvalana!!' and other similar :images. 

In verses (28) and (29) the rretaphor or is part of an epic 

fo:cnula which has a yatha ••• tathi ... structure. It is clear that once 

the 'poet' had arrived at one rrethod of making CCI!q:larisans, through the 

use of a called pratipa (similes in which a "higher" phenatenon is 

cx::rr{)ared to a "lower") in this instance, he repeats the fm:nula whenever 

the occasicn arises. as in (29) the basic opposition between the 

lower (pat:ailga,"ITCths") and the higher(lok.is, ''\.orlds") is clear-cut, 

the class of rretaphor used here is in sanskrit poetics an 

exact equation of the lower and the higher. Of course, in verse (28) 

opinion may vary as to which one of the tw:> tenors ("rivers" and "heroes") 
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is "higher" and which "lower" 20 '!be constant use of these figurative 

devices, especially insofar as they function within what are, essentially, 

oral foiiiillas, attests to c::c:ntlOSitional patterns central to the oral epic. 

But have argued that the Bhal.]avad-cit.i is ultimately a literary text 

and these not only infuse the poem with dense textual imagery, 

creating underlying patterns in the verse, rut they also strengthen the 

stages of "intoxication", "absorption" and finally "discourse" which takes 

place between and Arjuna. '!be latter is again part of a larger 

poetic structure within which the devotiana..lisn of the Git.i operates. In 

later bhakti poetics (and in the Gitagovinda, for instance) encolm.ter 

the teJ:m hela which expresses the third stage of the "feelings" of the 

object under discussion. In ItUCh of the so-called devotional verse 

the object is Riidha, 1 s pastoral consort, who undergoes tmava, tJava 

and hela in that order. 'Ihls particular system of poetics is built up::l!l 

a schare of progression: fran involuntary, to voluntary to the third and 

final stage where "precise" feelings are expressed. It could be argued 

that in the case of Arjuna 1 s responses (Arjuna is, incidentally, not the 

object of description here) his feelings greater precision as 

the significance of the vision gradually dawns on him. 'lhls latter 

stage, heia, when the responses have becate crystallised, can be etched 

out ITOre fully as mada (intoxication), llll.lgdhat.i (absorption) and keli 

(in later poetics "love play", but here s:inply "self-analysis"). en 
this basis, Arjuna 1 s ITOst intense state of experience found in chapter 11 

can be divided, structurally, as follows: initial intoxication (15-31); 

absorption (36-40); self-analysis (41-46). 

To Sanskrit theoreticians the literary value of the Git.i has never 

been in doubt. As an archetypal "devotional" text it was seen by than, 

inter-textually, as one of a series of bhakti texts wherein underlying 
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consonances between poetic structures and rretaphysical concerns are 

oonstantly made. To the literacy critic of today, once again, the 

pennanent religious value;; of the text cannot be divorced fran its pennanent 

literacy values. But once such a claim is made, literary rrethcdology rrust 

be oonstructed in terms of which the of these values may be 

discussed. '!be poetic features of the text (as poetry its 'truth' value 

cannot be tOOse of a philosophical treatise) in this instance have been 

placed in the context of the o:::lllventions of oral poetry. '!be fOJ:nulaic 

patterns that - find in the Gita, its philosophical inoonsistencies and 

linguistic repetitiousness are therefore residues of a tradition of poetic 

canposition in which these features functioned as integral features of the 

perfonrer's art. They attest to the conception of the context of the Gita, 

the as a heterogeneous text. Failure to realise this led 

G.W.F. Hegel to claim that the "fantastic type of llindoo syni:lolisn", 21 

with its concretization of gods, its apparent tautologies, was a very low 

expression of Geist (religion was, after all, rreant to be an expression, 

albeit a nmg below Idealist Philosophy, of the Absolute Geist) . Referring 

specifically to chapters 8 and 10 of the Gita, Hegel found that the syni:lolic 

equation of with the letter A, with the sun, with the lion, an 

ext:rerely "pagan" and naive folJII of rret:aj;:borical equation which, he cla:iired, 

was "extretely IID!IOtonous and in general atpt:y and tedious". A close 

of the "literariness" of the text, its place within a tradition 

of oral cc.rtp:lSition and its foilTUlaic structures lead to a radically 

different view- and one \olhich has not been adequately examined by students 

of the Bha.gavad-Gita. ext:rerely tentative renarks would, one hopes, 

lead to other similar readings of this remarkable text. 
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l. Alf Hiltebeitel, The Ritual of Battle (Ithaca & 

London: COrnell University Press, 1976), 

2. A useful bibliografhy on the epic genre can be found in Paul 

The Epic (Icndon: M:!thuen, 1971), 'lhe Critical !dian Series. 

CUriously enough, Paul M:!rchant makes no rrention of Indian epics in 

his stuiy. Other studies include C.M. Bowra, Heroic Poetry (London: 

Maanillan, 1966), '1h::Ilas M. Greene, 'lbe Descent fran Heaven, A Study 

in Epic Continuity (New Haven & I.ondon: Yale University Press, 1970) 

and Georges D.mezil, 'lbe Destiny of a King (trans.) Alf Hiltebeitel 
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Sukthankar, S.K. Belvakar, P.L. Vaidya (Poona: Bhandarkar Institute, 

1944-1959). Notes and .llppendices, V vols. (1967-1971). The 

Bhagavadgita text [VI.23.1 - vr:4o. 781 (ed. l Franklin Edgerton. 

4. W. Douglas P. Hill, The Bl1agavad Gita (Oxford, 1928), pp. 14-15 

states: 

There seE!I5 to be a general consensus of opinion arn:mg nDdern 
scrolars that the Bhagavadqita, as it oow appears in the Epic, 
is not an original poem cx:J!iX'sed by a single harxi, but an 
ancient work re-written and enlarged ( •••• l Garbe propounds 
a very definite theory; The Gita, he says, was originally an 
exponent of siiqlkhya-Yoga fhllosophy, with which the 
vasooeva cult was united until the beginning of the third 
century B.C. ( •••• ) 'lhis primitive Gita was Ylm"ked over during 
the secxni century A.D. by sare Vedantin, and if the pure Gita 
is to be recovered, the definitely Vedantic passages are to be 
excised. He then procee:is to shc:M that this can be done. 

See Richard Garbe, Die Bhagavadg:Lta aus den Sanskrit Ubersetzt, mit 

einer F..inleitlmg i.iber ihre urspriingliche Gestalt, ihre I.ehren und 

ihr Alter (Leipzig: H. Haessel Verlag, 1905). 

L'l a paper published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
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(1905: 384-9), E.W. lbpki.ns criticised Garbe's theory (which has 

since been rejected by !lOSt scholars). In a later work lbpkins 

argued that the Git.i was "a version of an older 

poem; and this in turn was first an unsectarian work, perhaps a late 

Upani¥ci" (Reli gions of India , Boston: Gin & Co., 1895, p.389). 

J.N. Farquhar, An OUtline of the Religious Literature of India (1920; 

rpt. Delhi: 1-bt.i.lal Banarsidass, 1967), p.92 offers a slightly 

different interpretation: "It is nuch =re l.ikely that the Git.i is 

an old verse Upanishad, written rather later than the svet:.iSvatara, 

and worked up into the Git.i in the interests of by a 

poet after the Christian era". 

t-Dst rrodem ClCmlel'ltators (Hill, Edgerton, Ra.dhakrishnan, Zaehner, 

Bhaktivedanta , Herman, Bolle, etc. l nt:M agree that the Bhagavad-Gita 

is a pre-Christian text. 

Rl.ldolf Otto, The original Git.i (Ulndon: George Allen and Unwin, 

1939) , (trans.) J .E. Turner, continues in the tradition of his guru 

Garbe, to look for an underlying structure, the "Ur-text", upon 

which all later interpolations were constructed. 

see N. Minor, "'lbe Bhagavaclgit.i and M:ldern Scholarship: 

An Appraisal of Introductory COnclusions", 'Ihe J ournal of Studies 

in the Bhagavaclgit.i (1981)' 1, 29-60. 

5. see A.B. Lord, 'Ihe Singer of Tales (canbridge: Harvard University 

Press, 1971), p.lOl: "In oral tradition the idea of an original is 

illogical" . 

6. w. DouqL-;>3 .P. Hill, op.cit., p.21. 

7. Qooted in ibid.' p.lS. 

8. A.B. Lord, op.cit. 'lbe thesis developed by A.B. Lord was first 
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10 . 

11. 

12. 

advanced by his teacher and rrentor MiJ.nan Pany. Hence the use of 

the phrase "the Pany-Iord thesis". 

Ibid., p.30. 

p.SO. 

Ibid., p.65. 

Ibid., p.67. For further discussions of oral poetry and a current 

bibliogra{Xly see New Literary History, VIII, 3 (Sprir.g, 1977), 

special issue entitled "Oral Cultures and Oral Per:formanoes". 

"With oral poetry", writes A.B. lord (p.S), "we are dealing with a 

particular and distinctive process in which oral learning, oral 

c:a!lXlSition and oral transmission a.l!!ost rrerge; they seem to be 

different facets of the sarre process" . 

13 . I have used R.C. Zaehner's translation and transliteration here. 

Zeahner uses an apostrophe to denote that a lengthening of the 

vowel has taken place. The lang not necessarily denote 

sandhi. See R.C. Zaehner, The Bhagavad-Gita (OXford, 1969), 

pp. 330-331. 

14. "Sandhi" is part of the rules governing euphonic cartJinatian of 

vowels and consonants in Sanskrit. The word is in fact 's 

(Sanskrit gramnarian who lived c.JOO B.C.) but is nCM CCI!IIOnly used 

by trodem linguists to denote certain kinds of phonetic assimilation. 

See L. Blocmfield,I.anguage (1933; rpt. I..onclon: George Allen and 

Unwin, 1967) • 

15. manas, "mind" and "Ego" or "1-ness". 

16. Edwin Gerow, Indian Poetics ('iliesbaden: otto Harrasscwitz, 1977), 

p.222. en p.221 Gerow makes t."l.e useful observation that the 

great Indian grarrrnarian was familiar with the four elarents 

of simile: "The subject of o:rrparison the 
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thing with which it (extra-QOiltextual: the 

property or standard similitude (samanya or ; and 

the adverbial or gramnatical indicator of carpll"ison (samanyavacana 

or dyotaka) ". 

17 . Ibid., p.222. 

18. I have used Franklin Edgerton' s translaticn here. See F. Edgerton 

(trans. and interpreted), The Bllagavad Gita (1944; rpt. canbridge: 

Harvard University Press, 1952), 11, 12, 11.28-29. 

19. I have sections on in V. Snatak, 

sai!!?rad.iya : aur (Delhi: National Publishing 

House, 1968), pp. 32lff., Rani:lahori shukla, 

(Allahabad: Hindi Bhavan, 1969); P.C. Bagchi, (Calcutta: 

Calcutta Sanskrit Series, 1938) and F.E. Keay, Hindi Literature 

(Calcutta: Associaticn Press, 1920), especially the sections on 

prosody. The teiJn literally rreans a cx:l!bination 

of cxld lines with the sane end rhyrre (a- a-) and even lines with 

the sane end rhyrre ( -b -b) . 

20. See I .. a.. Richards, 'D'Ie Philosophy of Rhetoric (1936; rpt. New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1965); idem, "Factors and Functions in 

Linguistics", in LA. Richards, POetries: 'nleir Media and Ends (ed. l 

Trevor Eaton ('nle Hague: 1-b.lton, 1974). In Eaton (ed. l also 

"Linguistics into Poetics" (pp. 39-49) and "Reversals in Poetry" 

(pp.59-70) by Richards. For a discussion of the looiXDles inherent 

in the concept of !l"etal;t1or as an interaction between vehicle and 

tenor see J.J.A. M:xlij, "Tenor, Vehicle, and 

14/15 (4, 1975), pp.257-272. This volume of Poetics is devoted 

entirely to theories of For a satE!What different discussion 

of language and neaning (a oon-structuralist view) see Paul Ricoeur, 
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"Metaphor and the Main Pl:Oblan of Hel::IIeneutics", New Literary History, 

6 (1974) 94-110. lll!cng earlier studies of in'pJrtance are t-tJnroe 

c. Beardesley, Aesthetics: Problans in the Philosophy of criticism 

(New York, 1958) ; idem, "'111e Metaj;h:lrical Twist", PhiloSOphY and 

Phenalenological Research 22 (1962), 293-307; Cleanth Brooks, 

1-t:ldern Poetry and the Tradition (1939; rpt. Chapel Hill: 'lbe 

University of North carolina Press, 1967) especially pp. 1-17: 

"Metaj;h:lr and the Tradition"; William EhpSC.n, seven Types of 

Arrbiguity (3rd ed. 1953; rpt. Iondcn: Chatto & Windus, 1970). 

For the "standard" structuralist view see Jonathan CUller, Structuralist 

Poetics (Iondcn: lbutleclge & Keqan Paul, 1975). As I have 

Richards' terms, these require a sarewhat fuller c::cmtentary. 

In '1he Philosophy of Rhetoric (p.93) he wrote, "In the sil'rplest 

fo:cru.lation, when use a rretaphor have bolo thoughts of different 

things active together and supported by a single =rd, or phrase, 

whose rrean:ing is a resultant of their interaction". On pp. 95 ff. 

Richards introduces the "texms" of this "interaction" viz., "tenor", 

"vehicle" and "ground". Applying these texms see that in the 

Bhagavad Gita, 11.12 "light" is the tenor (that which is being 

discussed), "exalted one" (mallat:Iranal)) is the vehicle (the :i.Irage in 

tenns of which the tenor is presented) and the intense quality of 

light inplied in the cc.l!p!risan is Refoorulated, in a 

rretapOOr is like the vehicle in respect of the 

In sane rretaphors, of oourse, either the tenor or the ground or both 

have to be supplied by the reader. 

21. G.W.F. Gegel, The Philosophy of Fine Art (trans.) F.P.B. Osmaston 

(New York: Hacker Art Books, 1975), Vol. 11, p.85. See also 

Vol.ll, pp. 47-65; pp. 85-105 et passim. 'l11e history of Western 
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response to the Gita is not our concern here but it is nevertheless 

inportant to note that there other reactions to the text as 

Upon reading Charles Wilkins' translation (first published 

in 1785) Ralph waldo nrerson wrote to nma Lazarus, "And of books 

there is another which, when you have read, you shall sit for a 

while and then write a poem ••• " (Quoted by George Hendrick in 

his Introduction to Charles Wilkins' 8hagvat-Geeta (New York: 

Sch:)lars' Facsimiles and Reprints, 1972), p.xi]. 
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